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America Empire Of Liberty A
New History David Reynolds
An original and stimulating critique of American empire
Volume three of David Reynolds' award-winning BBC Radio
series runs from the origins of the Cold War to the
inauguration of Barack Obama.
Michel Gobat traces the untold story of the rise and fall of the
first U.S. overseas empire to William Walker, a believer in the
nation’s manifest destiny to spread its blessings not only
westward but abroad as well. In the 1850s Walker and a small
group of U.S. expansionists migrated to Nicaragua determined
to forge a tropical “empire of liberty.” His quest to free
Central American masses from allegedly despotic elites
initially enjoyed strong local support from liberal
Nicaraguans who hoped U.S.-style democracy and progress
would spread across the land. As Walker’s group of
“filibusters” proceeded to help Nicaraguans battle the ruling
conservatives, their seizure of power electrified the U.S. public
and attracted some 12,000 colonists, including moral
reformers. But what began with promises of liberation
devolved into a reign of terror. After two years, Walker was
driven out. Nicaraguans’ initial embrace of Walker
complicates assumptions about U.S. imperialism. Empire by
Invitation refuses to place Walker among American
slaveholders who sought to extend human bondage southward.
Instead, Walker and his followers, most of whom were
Northerners, must be understood as liberals and democracy
promoters. Their ambition was to establish a democratic state
by force. Much like their successors in liberal-internationalist
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and neoconservative foreign policy circles a century later in
Washington, D.C., Walker and his fellow imperialists inspired
a global anti-U.S. backlash. Fear of a “northern colossus”
precipitated a hemispheric alliance against the United States
and gave birth to the idea of Latin America.
A “deeply researched and bracing retelling” (Annette GordonReed, Pulitzer Prize–winning historian) of the American
Revolution, showing how the Founders were influenced by
overlooked Americans—women, Native Americans, African
Americans, and religious dissenters. Using more than a
thousand eyewitness records, Liberty Is Sweet is a “spirited
account” (Gordon S. Wood, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of
The Radicalism of the American Revolution) that explores
countless connections between the Patriots of 1776 and other
Americans whose passion for freedom often brought them into
conflict with the Founding Fathers. “It is all one story,”
prizewinning historian Woody Holton writes. Holton describes
the origins and crucial battles of the Revolution from
Lexington and Concord to the British surrender at Yorktown,
always focusing on marginalized Americans—enslaved
Africans and African Americans, Native Americans, women,
and dissenters—and on overlooked factors such as weather,
North America’s unique geography, chance, misperception,
attempts to manipulate public opinion, and (most of all)
disease. Thousands of enslaved Americans exploited the chaos
of war to obtain their own freedom, while others were given
away as enlistment bounties to whites. Women provided
material support for the troops, sewing clothes for soldiers
and in some cases taking part in the fighting. Both sides
courted native people and mimicked their tactics. Liberty Is
Sweet is a “must-read book for understanding the founding of
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our nation” (Walter Isaacson, author of Benjamin Franklin),
from its origins on the frontiers and in the Atlantic ports to the
creation of the Constitution. Offering surprises at every
turn—for example, Holton makes a convincing case that Britain
never had a chance of winning the war—this majestic history
revivifies a story we thought we already knew.
Are We Rome?
Settlers, Liberty, and Empire
Colonial American History Stories –1665 - 1753
Theodore Roosevelt, Mark Twain, and the Birth of American
Empire
American Revolutions: A Continental History, 1750-1804
A Sovereign America and Her Moral Mission
A Treatise on the Right of Personal Liberty
A landmark history of postwar America and the second
volume in the Penguin History of the United States series,
edited by Eric Foner In this momentous work, acclaimed labor
historian Joshua B. Freeman presents an epic portrait of the
United States in the latter half of the twentieth century,
revealing a nation galvanized by change even as conflict
seethed within its borders. Beginning in 1945, he charts the
astounding rise of the labor movement and its pitched struggle
with the bastions of American capitalism in the 1940s and
'50s, untangling the complicated threads between the workers’
agenda and that of the civil rights and women’s movements.
Through the lens of civil rights, the Cold War struggle, and the
labor movement, American Empire teaches us something
profound about our past while illuminating the issues that
continue to animate American political discourse today.
The bestselling author of Overthrow and The Brothers brings
to life the forgotten political debate that set America’s
interventionist course in the world for the twentieth century and
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beyond. How should the United States act in the world?
Americans cannot decide. Sometimes we burn with righteous
anger, launching foreign wars and deposing governments.
Then we retreat—until the cycle begins again. No matter how
often we debate this question, none of what we say is original.
Every argument is a pale shadow of the first and greatest
debate, which erupted more than a century ago. Its themes
resurface every time Americans argue whether to intervene in
a foreign country. Revealing a piece of forgotten history,
Stephen Kinzer transports us to the dawn of the twentieth
century, when the United States first found itself with the
chance to dominate faraway lands. That prospect thrilled
some Americans. It horrified others. Their debate gripped the
nation. The country’s best-known political and intellectual
leaders took sides. Theodore Roosevelt, Henry Cabot Lodge,
and William Randolph Hearst pushed for imperial expansion;
Mark Twain, Booker T. Washington, and Andrew Carnegie
preached restraint. Only once before—in the period when the
United States was founded—have so many brilliant Americans
so eloquently debated a question so fraught with meaning for
all humanity. All Americans, regardless of political
perspective, can take inspiration from the titans who faced off
in this epic confrontation. Their words are amazingly current.
Every argument over America’s role in the world grows from
this one. It all starts here.
The Oxford History of the United States is by far the most
respected multi-volume history of our nation. The series
includes three Pulitzer Prize winners, two New York Times
bestsellers, and winners of the Bancroft and Parkman Prizes.
Now, in the newest volume in the series, one of America's
most esteemed historians, Gordon S. Wood, offers a brilliant
account of the early American Republic, ranging from 1789
and the beginning of the national government to the end of the
War of 1812.As Wood reveals, the period was marked by
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tumultuous change in all aspects of American life--in politics,
society, economy, and culture. The men who founded the new
government had high hopes for the future, but few of their
hopes and dreams worked out quite as they expected. They
hated political parties but parties nonetheless emerged. Some
wanted the United States to become a great fiscal-military
state like those of Britain and France; others wanted the
country to remain a rural agricultural state very different from
the European states. Instead, by 1815 the United States
became something neither group anticipated. Many leaders
expected American culture to flourish and surpass that of
Europe; instead it became popularized and vulgarized. The
leaders also hope to see the end of slavery; instead, despite
the release of many slaves and the end of slavery in the North,
slavery was stronger in 1815 than it had been in 1789. Many
wanted to avoid entanglements with Europe, but instead the
country became involved in Europe's wars and ended up
waging another war with the former mother country. Still, with
a new generation emerging by 1815, most Americans were
confident and optimistic about the future of their
country.Named a New York Times Notable Book, Empire of
Liberty offers a marvelous account of this pivotal era when
America took its first unsteady steps as a new and rapidly
expanding nation.
Empire of Liberty takes a new look at the public life, thought,
and ambiguous legacy of one of America's most revered
statesmen, offering new insight into the meaning of Jefferson
in the American experience. This work examines Jefferson's
legacy for American foreign policy in the light of several critical
themes which continue to be highly significant today: the
struggle between isolationists and interventionists, the historic
ambivalence over the nation's role as a crusader for liberty,
and the relationship between democracy and peace. Written
by two distinguished scholars, this book provides invaluable
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insight into the classic ideas of American diplomacy.
The Civil War and the West
The Language of American Nationhood
William Walker and Manifest Destiny in Central America
Give Me Liberty! An American History
Empire and Liberty
The Two Faces of American Freedom
The Roots of Early American Political Theory, 1675–1775

Colonial American History Stories 1215 - 1664 contains almost 300 history
stories presented in a timeline that
begins in 1655 with the performance of
the first documented play performed in
British North America and ends with the
switch from the Julian to the Gregorian
Calendar in 1752. This journal of
historical events mark the beginnings
of the United States and serve as a
wonderful guide of American history.
These reader friendly stories include:
September 27, 1540 - Society of Jesus
(Jesuits) Founded By Ignatius Loyola
December 19, 1675 - The Great Swamp
Fight September 19, 1676 - Bacon's
Rebellion - Bacon Burns Jamestown April
18, 1689 - 1689 Boston Revolt February
29, 1692 - Sarah Good, Sarah Osborne
and Tituba Accused Of Witchcraft in
Salem, Massachusetts May 22, 1718 Edward Teach - Blackbeard - Begins
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Blockade of Charlestown. November 02,
1734 - Daniel Boone Born December 08,
1741 - Vitus Bering Died December 23,
1750 - Ben Franklin Attempts to
Electrocute a Turkey December 31, 1752
– Julian/Gregorian Calendar Switch
Complete timeline, journal, events,
stories, united states, beginnings,
guide
Named one of the ten best books of the
year by the Chicago Tribune A
Publishers Weekly best book of 2019 | A
2019 NPR Staff Pick A pathbreaking
history of the United States’ overseas
possessions and the true meaning of its
empire We are familiar with maps that
outline all fifty states. And we are
also familiar with the idea that the
United States is an “empire,”
exercising power around the world. But
what about the actual territories—the
islands, atolls, and archipelagos—this
country has governed and inhabited? In
How to Hide an Empire, Daniel Immerwahr
tells the fascinating story of the
United States outside the United
States. In crackling, fast-paced prose,
he reveals forgotten episodes that cast
American history in a new light. We
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travel to the Guano Islands, where
prospectors collected one of the
nineteenth century’s most valuable
commodities, and the Philippines, site
of the most destructive event on U.S.
soil. In Puerto Rico, Immerwahr shows
how U.S. doctors conducted grisly
experiments they would never have
conducted on the mainland and charts
the emergence of independence fighters
who would shoot up the U.S. Congress.
In the years after World War II,
Immerwahr notes, the United States
moved away from colonialism. Instead,
it put innovations in electronics,
transportation, and culture to use,
devising a new sort of influence that
did not require the control of
colonies. Rich with absorbing
vignettes, full of surprises, and
driven by an original conception of
what empire and globalization mean
today, How to Hide an Empire is a major
and compulsively readable work of
history.
Empire and Liberty brings together two
epic subjects in American history: the
story of the struggle to end slavery
that reached a violent climax in the
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Civil War, and the story of the
westward expansion of the United
States. Virginia Scharff and the
contributors to this volume show how
the West shaped the conflict over
slavery and how slavery shaped the
West, in the process defining American
ideals about freedom and influencing
battles over race, property, and
citizenship. This innovative work
embraces East and West, as well as
North and South, as the United States
observes the 2015 sesquicentennial
commemoration of the end of the Civil
War. A companion volume to an Autry
National Center exhibition on the Civil
War and the West, Empire and Liberty
brings leading historians together to
examine artifacts, objects, and
artworks that illuminate this period of
national expansion, conflict, and
renewal.
NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD
WINNER This groundbreaking book offers
the first global history of the
loyalist exodus to Canada, the
Caribbean, Sierra Leone, India, and
beyond." "At the end of the American
Revolution, sixty thousand Americans
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loyal to the British cause fled the
United States and became refugees
throughout the British Empire.
"Liberty's Exiles" tells their story.
This surprising new account of the
founding of the United States and the
shaping of the post-revolutionary world
traces extraordinary journeys like the
one of Elizabeth Johnston, a young
mother from Georgia, who led her
growing family to Britain, Jamaica, and
Canada, questing for a home; black
loyalists such as David George, who
escaped from slavery in Virginia and
went on to found Baptist congregations
in Nova Scotia and Sierra Leone; and
Mohawk Indian leader Joseph Brant, who
tried to find autonomy for his people
in Ontario. Ambitious, original, and
personality-filled, this book is at
once an intimate narrative history and
a provocative analysis that changes how
we see the revolution's "losers" and
their legacies.
How to Hide an Empire
Empire by Invitation
Manifest Destiny
The True Flag
A Global History
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A People's History of American Empire
American Expansion and the Empire of
Right
An alternative history of the American
Revolution; the colonists were empirebuilding conquerors not democratic
revolutionaries.
This new edition of Brogan's superb onevolume history - from early British
colonisation to the Reagan years captures an array of dynamic
personalities and events. In a broad
sweep of America's triumphant progress.
Brogan explores the period leading to
Independence from both the American
and the British points of view, touching
on permanent features of 'the American
character' - both the good and the bad.
He provides a masterly synthesis of all
the latest research illustrating America's
rapid growth from humble beginnings to
global dominance.
According to accepted historical wisdom,
the goal of the African Colonization
Society (ACS), founded in 1816 to return
freed slaves to Africa, was borne of
desperation and illustrated just how
intractable the problems of race and
slavery had become in the nineteenthPage 11/28
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century United States. But for Brandon
Mills, the ACS was part of a much wider
pattern of national and international
expansion. Similar efforts on the part of
the young nation to create, in Thomas
Jefferson's words, an "empire of liberty,"
spanned Native removal, the annexation
of Texas and California, filibustering
campaigns in Latin America, and
American missionary efforts in Hawaii, as
well as the founding of Liberia in 1821.
Mills contends that these diverse
currents of U.S. expansionism were
ideologically linked and together
comprised a capacious colonization
movement that both reflected and shaped
a wide range of debates over race,
settlement, citizenship, and empire in
the early republic. The World
Colonization Made chronicles the rise
and fall of the colonization movement as
a political force within the United
States—from its roots in the crises of the
Revolutionary era, to its peak with the
creation of the ACS, to its ultimate
decline with emancipation and the Civil
War. The book interrogates broader
issues of U.S. expansion, including the
progression of federal Indian policy, the
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foundations and effects of the Monroe
Doctrine and Manifest Destiny, and the
growth of U.S. commercial and military
power throughout the Western
hemisphere. By contextualizing the
colonization movement in this way, Mills
shows how it enabled Americans to
envision a world of self-governing
republics that harmonized with racial
politics at home.
When John O'Sullivan wrote in 1845,
"...the right of our manifest destiny to
overspread and to possess the whole of
the continent which Providence has given
us for the development of Liberty and
federated self-government entrusted to
us", he coined a phrase that aptly
describes how Americans from colonial
days and into the twentieth century
perceived their privileged role. Anders
Stephanson examines the consequences
of this idea over more than three
hundred years of history, as Manifest
Destiny drove the westward settlement to
the Pacific, defining the stubborn belief
in the superiority of white people and
denigrating Native Americans and other
people of color. He considers it a
component in Woodrow Wilson's
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campaign "to make the world safe for
democracy" and a strong factor in Ronald
Reagan's administration.
God of Liberty
Empire for Liberty
The Creation of America
American Notes
Why American History Is Not What They
Say
The Fall of an Empire and the Fate of
America
Empire and Liberty in North America,
1500-2000
Adapted from the critically acclaimed
chronicle of U.S. history, a study of
American expansionism around the world is
told from a grassroots perspective and
provides an analysis of important events from
Wounded Knee to Iraq, in a volume created in
the format of a graphic novel. Simultaneous.
100,000 first printing.
Think It Can't Happen Here? Think Again:
Operation Vigilant Eagle HR 347 Million Vet
March IRS Targeting Bundy Ranch Ferguson
Patriot Act Partisanship is on the rise, the
economy is in a downward spiral, and there is
a steady erosion of civil liberties. These
factors all contribute to a plotline that is
as unthinkable as it is inevitable. A Second
American Civil War. From the backroom deals
in Washington D.C. to the front lines of the
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battlefield. Daugherty offers an unflinching
view of how a modern war on American soil
would play out. A nightmare scenario which
will come true.
A new history of the United States that turns
American exceptionalism on its head American
Empire is a panoramic work of scholarship
that presents a bold new global perspective
on the history of the United States. Taking
readers from the colonial era to today, A. G.
Hopkins shows how, far from diverging, the
United States and Western Europe followed
similar trajectories throughout this long
period, and how America's dependency on
Britain and Europe extended much later into
the nineteenth century than previously
understood. A sweeping narrative spanning
three centuries, American Empire goes beyond
the myth of American exceptionalism to place
the United States within the wider context of
the global historical forces that shaped
Western empires and the world.
This book documents the potency of Manifest
destiny in the antebellum era.
A History of the Greater United States
The Second American Civil War: Book One the
Red and the Blue
A History of American Imperialism from
Benjamin Franklin to Paul Wolfowitz
Empire of Liberty:A History of the Early
Republic, 1789-1815
Liberty Is Sweet
The Radicalism of the American Revolution
Fifth Edition, One Volume
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In a grand and immemsely readable synthesis of
historical, political, cultural, and economic analysis, a
prize-winning historian describes the events that made
the American Revolution. Gordon S. Wood depicts a
revolution that was about much more than a break from
England, rather it transformed an almost feudal society
into a democratic one, whose emerging realities
sometimes baffled and disappointed its founding fathers.
'An enthralling tale' Alan Marshall, Daily Telegraph
Acclaimed as one of the best recent histories of the
United States, America, Empire of Liberty tells the epic
story of the nation that has shaped the world we live in
today. David Reynolds brings to life presidents from
Washington to Obama, but also draws on the voices of
settlers and Indians, slaves and immigrants, factory
workers and suburban housewives. He vividly portrays
the battlefield of Gettysburg, the stockyards of Chicago
and the bus boycott in Montgomery, Alabama, and
shows the dark side of freedom- from the Indian 'Trail of
Tears' to the Red Scare and the War on Terror. Written
with verve and insight, this extraordinary history reveals
the grandeur and paradoxes of the world's great
superpower. 'The most outstanding popular history of
America written by a non-American' Richard Aldous, Irish
Times 'Readable, full of anecdotes, mini-biographies and
arresting juxtapositions. Reynolds sprinkles his text with
humour' Frank McLynn, Independent 'A briskly paced
narrative, from pre-Columbian times to Obama ......
impressively broad-ranging, yet beautifully succinct' John
Adamson, Sunday Telegraph 'The author has a knack
for making it all seem fresh' Raymond Seitz, Literary
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Review
This is a sweeping new interpretation of the national
experience, reconceiving key political events from the
Revolution to the New Deal. Rana begins by
emphasizing that the national founding was first and
foremost an experiment in settler colonization. For
American settlers, internal self-government involved a
unique vision of freedom, which combined direct political
participation with economic independence. However, this
independence was based on ideas of extensive land
ownership which helped to sustain both territorial
conquest and the subordination of slaves and native
peoples. At the close of the nineteenth century, emerging
social movements struggled to liberate the potential of
self-rule from these oppressive and exclusionary
features. These efforts ultimately collapsed, in large part
because white settlers failed to conceive of liberty as a
truly universal aspiration. The consequence was the rise
of new modes of political authority that presented
national and economic security as society’s guiding
commitments. Rana contends that the challenge for
today’s reformers is to recover a robust notion of
independence and participation from the settler
experience while finally making it universal.
Tells the story of the men throughout American history
who used the rhetoric of liberty to further imperial
ambitions, and argues that the quest for empire has
guided the nation's architects from the very
beginning--and continues to do so today. By the author
of The CIA in Guatemala.
On Empire, Liberty, and Reform
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The Penguin History of the United States of America
Power, Desire, and Freedom
The Racial Geography of Early American Empire
The Hidden History of the American Revolution
And on the Writ of Habeas Corpus and the Practice
Connected with it : with a View of the Law of Extradition
of Fugitives
The Rise of a Global Power, the Democratic Revolution
at Home, 1945-2000
Traces the emergence of a revolutionary conception of
political authority on the far shores of the eighteenth-century
Atlantic world. Based on the equal natural right of English
subjects to leave the realm, claim indigenous territory and
establish new governments by consent, this radical set of ideas
culminated in revolution and republicanism. But unlike most
scholarship on early American political theory, Craig Yirush
does not focus solely on the revolutionary era of the late
eighteenth century. Instead, he examines how the political
ideas of settler elites in British North America emerged in the
often-forgotten years between the Glorious Revolution in
America and the American Revolution against Britain. By
taking seriously an imperial world characterized by
constitutional uncertainty, geo-political rivalry and the
ongoing presence of powerful Native American peoples,
Yirush provides a long-term explanation for the distinctive
ideas of the American Revolution.
None of the founding fathers seems more elusive than Thomas
Jefferson. A Virginian nationalist, a slave-holding philosophe,
an aristocratic democrat, a provincial cosmopolitan, a pacific
imperialist--the paradoxes loom as meaningful and portentous
as America itself. Indeed, they represent the deep
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contradictions of his policies as well as personality, laid bare
here in a provocative study of Jefferson's statecraft. Empire of
Liberty takes a new look at the public life, thought, and
ambiguous legacy of one of America's most revered statesmen,
offering new insight into the meaning of Jefferson in the
American experience. Robert Tucker and David Hendrickson
vividly portray a complex man driven by his passion for liberty
and his longing for a vast empire. They explore how Jefferson
developed a new approach to diplomacy in the course of his
bitter debates with Alexander Hamilton. This new diplomacy
joined a policy of territorial and commercial expansion with a
dread of war and a reliance on economic sanctions. It was with
such an outlook that Jefferson met the two great crises of his
presidency: the threat to American security posed by the
French acquisition of Louisiana and the restrictions on
American commerce prompted by the death struggle between
Britain and France. The policy produced paradoxical success
in the Louisiana crisis but led to complete failure in the form of
the Embargo. Taken to escape the alternatives of national
humiliation and war, the Embargo led first to humiliation and
then, ultimately, to war. The system of war that Jefferson had
hoped after hope to reform by the Embargo was not reformed.
In the end, Jefferson came close to embracing measures which
called into question almost every principle of government he
professed to believe. Empire of Liberty examines Jefferson's
legacy for American foreign policy in the light of several
critical themes which continue to be highly significant today:
the struggle between isolationists and interventionists, the
historic ambivalence over the nation's role as a crusader for
liberty, and the relationship between democracy and peace.
Written by two distinguished scholars, this book provides
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invaluable insight into the classic ideas of American diplomacy.
“Excellent . . . deserves high praise. Mr. Taylor conveys this
sprawling continental history with economy, clarity, and
vividness.”—Brendan Simms, Wall Street Journal The
American Revolution is often portrayed as a high-minded,
orderly event whose capstone, the Constitution, provided the
nation its democratic framework. Alan Taylor, a two-time
Pulitzer Prize winner, gives us a different creation story in this
magisterial history. The American Revolution builds like a
ground fire overspreading Britain’s colonies, fueled by local
conditions and resistant to control. Emerging from the
continental rivalries of European empires and their native
allies, the revolution pivoted on western expansion as well as
seaboard resistance to British taxes. When war erupted, Patriot
crowds harassed Loyalists and nonpartisans into compliance
with their cause. The war exploded in set battles like Saratoga
and Yorktown and spread through continuing frontier
violence. The discord smoldering within the fragile new nation
called forth a movement to concentrate power through a
Federal Constitution. Assuming the mantle of “We the
People,” the advocates of national power ratified the new
frame of government. But it was Jefferson’s expansive
“empire of liberty” that carried the revolution forward,
propelling white settlement and slavery west, preparing the
ground for a new conflagration.
"In the Name of Liberty" by Owen Johnson. Published by
Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary
fiction and non-fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered
gems of world literature, we issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited
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and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and
devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly
and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
In the Name of Liberty
A History of the Early Republic, 1789-1815
The World Colonization Made
A Religious History of the American Revolution
The Loss of America and the Remaking of the British Empire
A Story of the Terror
American Empire
Thomas Jefferson believed that the American revolution was
atransformative moment in the history of political civilization.
He hoped that hisown efforts as a founding statesman and
theorist would help construct a progressiveand enlightened
order for the new American nation that would be a model
andinspiration for the world. Peter S. Onuf's new book traces
Jefferson's vision of theAmerican future to its roots in his
idealized notions of nationhood and empire.Onuf's unsettling
recognition that Jefferson's famed egalitarianism was
elaboratedin an imperial context yields strikingly original
interpretations of our nationalidentity and our ideas of race, of
westward expansion and the Civil War, and ofAmerican global
dominance in the twentiethcentury. Jefferson's vision of an
American "empirefor liberty" was modeled on a British
prototype. But as a consensual union ofself-governing republics
without a metropolis, Jefferson's American empire would
befree of exploitation by a corrupt imperial ruling class. It
would avoid the cycle ofwar and destruction that had
characterized the European balance ofpower. The Civil War
cast in high relief thetragic limitations of Jefferson's political
vision. After the Union victory, as thereconstructed nation-state
developed into a world power, dreams of the United Statesas an
ever-expanding empire of peacefully coexisting states quickly
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faded frommemory. Yet even as the antebellum federal union
disintegrated, a Jeffersoniannationalism, proudly conscious of
America's historic revolution against imperialdomination, grew
up in its place. In Onuf's view, Jefferson's quest to define a new
American identity also shaped his ambivalentconceptions of
slavery and Native American rights. His revolutionary fervor
led himto see Indians as "merciless savages" who ravaged the
frontiers at the Britishking's direction, but when those frontiers
were pacified, a more benevolentJefferson encouraged these
same Indians to embrace republican values. AfricanAmerican
slaves, by contrast, constituted an unassimilable captive nation,
unjustlywrenched from its African homeland. His great
panacea: colonization. Jefferson's ideas about race revealthe
limitations of his conception of American nationhood. Yet, as
Onuf strikinglydocuments, Jefferson's vision of a republican
empire--a regime of peace, prosperity, and union without
coercion--continues to define and expand the boundaries
ofAmerican national identity.
The great British statesman Edmund Burke had a genius for
political argument, and his impassioned speeches and writings
shaped English public life in the second half of the eighteenth
century. This anthology of Burke's speeches, letters, and
pamphlets, selected, introduced, and annotated by David
Bromwich, shows Burke to be concerned with not only
preserving but also reforming the British empire. Bromwich
includes eighteen works of Burke, all but one in its complete
form. These writings, among them the "Speech on Conciliation
with the American Colonies," A Letter to the Sheriffs of Bristol,
the "Speech at Guildhall Previous to the Election" of 1780, the
"Speech on Fox's India Bill," A Letter to a Noble Lord, and
several private letters, demonstrate the depth of Burke's efforts
to reform the empire in India, America, and Ireland. On these
various fronts he defended the human rights of native peoples,
the respect owed to partners in trade, and the civil liberties that
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the empire was losing at home while extending its power
abroad.
This book provides a study of the American anti-imperialist
movement during its most active years of opposition to US
foreign policy, from 1898 to 1909. It re-evaluates the
movement's motives and operations throughout these years by
evaluating the way in which Americans conceived the idea of
'liberty.'
Americans often think of their nation’s history as a movement
toward ever-greater democracy, equality, and freedom. Wars in
this story are understood both as necessary to defend those
values and as exceptions to the rule of peaceful progress. In The
Dominion of War, historians Fred Anderson and Andrew
Cayton boldly reinterpret the development of the United States,
arguing instead that war has played a leading role in shaping
North America from the sixteenth century to the present.
Anderson and Cayton bring their sweeping narrative to life by
structuring it around the lives of eight men—Samuel de
Champlain, William Penn, George Washington, Andrew
Jackson, Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna, Ulysses S. Grant,
Douglas MacArthur, and Colin Powell. This approach enables
them to describe great events in concrete terms and to
illuminate critical connections between often-forgotten imperial
conflicts, such as the Seven Years’ War and the MexicanAmerican War, and better-known events such as the War of
Independence and the Civil War. The result is a provocative,
highly readable account of the ways in which republic and
empire have coexisted in American history as two faces of the
same coin. The Dominion of War recasts familiar triumphs as
tragedies, proposes an unconventional set of turning points, and
depicts imperialism and republicanism as inseparable influences
in a pattern of development in which war and freedom have
long been intertwined. It offers a new perspective on America’s
attempts to define its role in the world at the dawn of the twentyPage 23/28
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first century.
America, Empire of Liberty
The Statecraft of Thomas Jefferson
1898-1909
Through Revolution to Empire
Speeches and Letters
A New History
Manifest Manhood and the Antebellum American Empire

A "thought-provoking, meticulously
researched" testament to evangelical
Christians' crucial contribution to
American independence and a timely
appeal for the same spiritual vitality
today (Washington Times). At the dawn
of the Revolutionary War, America was
already a nation of diverse faiths-the
First Great Awakening and Enlightenment
concepts such as deism and atheism had
endowed the colonists with varying and
often opposed religious beliefs.
Despite their differences, however,
Americans found common ground against
British tyranny and formed an alliance
that would power the American
Revolution. In God of Liberty,
historian Thomas S. Kidd offers the
first comprehensive account of
religion's role during this
transformative period and how it gave
form to our nation and sustained it
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through its tumultuous birth -- and how
it can be a force within our country
during times of transition today.
What went wrong in imperial Rome, and
how we can avoid it: “If you want to
understand where America stands in the
world today, read this.” —Thomas E.
Ricks The rise and fall of ancient Rome
has been on American minds since the
beginning of our republic. Depending on
who’s doing the talking, the history of
Rome serves as either a triumphal call
to action—or a dire warning of imminent
collapse. In this “provocative and
lively” book, Cullen Murphy points out
that today we focus less on the Roman
Republic than on the empire that took
its place, and reveals a wide array of
similarities between the two societies
(The New York Times). Looking at the
blinkered, insular culture of our
capitals; the debilitating effect of
bribery in public life; the paradoxical
issue of borders; and the weakening of
the body politic through various forms
of privatization, Murphy persuasively
argues that we most resemble Rome in
the burgeoning corruption of our
government and in our arrogant
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ignorance of the world outside—two
things that must be changed if we are
to avoid Rome’s fate. “Are We Rome? is
just about a perfect book. . . . I wish
every politician would spend an evening
with this book.” —James Fallows
Give Me Liberty! is the #1 book in the
U.S. history survey course because it
works in the classroom. A single-author
text by a leader in the field, Give Me
Liberty! delivers an authoritative,
accessible, concise, and integrated
American history. Updated with powerful
new scholarship on borderlands and the
West, the Fifth Edition brings new
interactive History Skills Tutorials
and Norton InQuizitive for History, the
award-winning adaptive quizzing tool.
The Oxford History of the United States
is by far the most respected multivolume history of our nation. The
series includes three Pulitzer Prize
winners, two New York Times
bestsellers, and winners of the
Bancroft and Parkman Prizes. Now, in
the newest volume in the series, one of
America's most esteemed historians,
Gordon S. Wood, offers a brilliant
account of the early American Republic,
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ranging from 1789 and the beginning of
the national government to the end of
the War of 1812. As Wood reveals, the
period was marked by tumultuous change
in all aspects of American life--in
politics, society, economy, and
culture. The men who founded the new
government had high hopes for the
future, but few of their hopes and
dreams worked out quite as they
expected. They hated political parties
but parties nonetheless emerged. Some
wanted the United States to become a
great fiscal-military state like those
of Britain and France; others wanted
the country to remain a rural
agricultural state very different from
the European states. Instead, by 1815
the United States became something
neither group anticipated. Many leaders
expected American culture to flourish
and surpass that of Europe; instead it
became popularized and vulgarized. The
leaders also hope to see the end of
slavery; instead, despite the release
of many slaves and the end of slavery
in the North, slavery was stronger in
1815 than it had been in 1789. Many
wanted to avoid entanglements with
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Europe, but instead the country became
involved in Europe's wars and ended up
waging another war with the former
mother country. Still, with a new
generation emerging by 1815, most
Americans were confident and optimistic
about the future of their country.
Named a New York Times Notable Book,
Empire of Liberty offers a marvelous
account of this pivotal era when
America took its first unsteady steps
as a new and rapidly expanding nation.
Jefferson's Empire
The Dominion of War
Liberty and American Anti-Imperialism
Liberty's Exiles
Forgotten and Famous Historical Events
Empire of Liberty
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